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Commuter car park forum planned for Melbourne

Parking Insider - Latest parking news, case studies & events

Message from the CEO - Stuart Norman
The parking industry is, more often than not, portrayed in a negative light
when receiving any sort of media coverage. It’s difficult to find fair and
balanced articles. One such example was published in The Herald Sun
on 14 July 2019 with the headline, ‘Inspectors Ring Up Riches’.
Before I go into detail on this article’s misdeeds, it is a timely reminder as
to why we have John Pender the CEO of the Australian Press Council
speaking at OUTLOOK in November. Read more....
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Melbourne Commuter Car
Park Forum

Tony McMahon and Team
Secure raise money for
Sydney Hospital

Parking Australia is holding a Commuter
Car Park Forum for all stakeholders to
attend and hear about these projects can
and should be delivered. The Forum will
include the Federal Minister for
Population, Cities and Urban Infrastructure
- Alan Tudge.

With his 30 plus years in the parking
industry and having worked for a number
of companies including Grimes Parking,
Ezipark, Sydney Airport Corporation and
now Secure Parking, Tony McMahon is
calling on his parking colleagues to...

Read more
www.parking.asn.au

Read more
www.parking.asn.au

Claim some awards glory

DIVVY launches a new
parking aggregator to
empower consumers

Nominate your best work over the past 12
months and claim the recognition that you
deserve for your top projects and top
people. Entries are now open for the 2019
Parking Industry Awards and Parking
Australia invites submissions.

DIVVY has announced the launch of a
new parking aggregator named
Justbooked. Justbooked is powered by
DIVVY and has been created from
feedback by DIVVY's extensive customer
base that parking is too expensive and
there's no way to...

Read more
www.parking.asn.au

Read more
www.parking.asn.au

ParKam's world-first parking
project at Curtin University
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Smart parking company ParKam is leading
a world-first smart parking deployment
underway at Curtin University in Western
Australia. The project will be the world's
largest deployment of a smart parking
system that uses cloud-based artificial...
Read more
www.iothub.com.au

What makes a great
commuter car park | ptc.
The Federal Government plans to invest
$500m in commuter car parks across
Australia. As we have posted in the past,
the first step is to understand if a
commuter car park is the best alternative
for each location.
Read more
www.ptcconsultants.co
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